COVID-19 Community Lee County Provider Testing Order Workflow

For Providers screening patients by phone: Please follow this workflow

- Please screen patients according to current questionnaire in the box
- If testing is needed, please follow these steps to get the order placed and then to direct the patient to a collection site:

  ➢ To create an order for COVID-19 test:
    - For Quest or LabCorp – Fill out the requisition form with your client #
    - For Web TPA – put LMHS on the lab slip or script
  ➢ Requisitions/lab slips/scripts MUST include the ordering provider’s Quest or LabCorp Client # or say “LMHS” for Web TPA patients
  ➢ Community physicians and providers should fax the requisitions/lab slips/scripts to: 239-343-9848 for the Lee Health collection sites
  ➢ If you are unable to fax, please send a copy of the order requisition/lab slip script electronically or send a picture to the patient so they have a copy to send to the collection site to make an appointment for the specimen collection
  ➢ Instruct the patient to call 239-343-9800 to schedule an appointment for specimen collection